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A call to action for the humanities (2009)

• What are data?

• What are the infrastructure requirements?

• Where are the social studies of digital 
humanities?

• What is the value proposition for digital 
humanities?
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Borgman, C. L. (2009). The digital future is now: A call to action for 
the humanities. Digital Humanities Quarterly, 3. 
http://digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/3/4/000077/000077.html
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http://digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/3/4/000077/000077.html


Two cases

1. Whose text, whose mining, and to whose benefit? 

2. Digital data archives as knowledge infrastructures
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Borgman, C. L. (2020). Whose text, whose mining, and to whose benefit? Quantitative Science Studies, 
1(3), 993–1000. https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00053

Borgman, C. L., Scharnhorst, A., & Golshan, M. S. (2019). Digital data archives as knowledge 
infrastructures: Mediating data sharing and reuse. Journal of the Association for Information Science 
and Technology, 70(8), 888–904. https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24172

https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00053
https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24172


What are data?



Open Access / Open Data Policies

• European Research Council

• Research Councils of the UK

• Australian Research Council

• U.S. Federal research policy

• Individual countries, funding 
agencies, journals, universities
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Open Data Practices

• Link datasets to journal article or publication

• Deposit datasets in a digital data archive

• Publish data documentation

– Research protocols

– Codebooks

– Software

– Algorithms

• Cite data and software
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Publications          <–>          Data     

• Article 1

• Article 2

• Article 3

• Article 4

• Article n

• Dataset time 1

• Dataset time 2

• Observation time 1

• Visualization time 3

• Community collection 1

• Repository 1
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Data Stewardship: The Ideal
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https://wwwdb.inf.tu-dresden.de/opendatasurvey/
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Wilkinson, et al. (2016). The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship. Scientific Data, 3, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
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Data are representations of 
observations, objects, or other 
entities used as evidence of 
phenomena for the purposes of 
research or scholarship. 

Pisa Griffin

http://www.census.gov/population/cen2000/map02.gif http://onlineqda.hud.ac.uk/Intro_QDA/Examples_of_Qualitative_Data.php

Marie Curie’s notebook aip.org



What are knowledge infrastructures?



http://knowledgeinfrastructures.org

“Robust networks of people, artifacts, and 
institutions that generate, share, and maintain 
specific knowledge about the human and natural 
worlds” 
Edwards, P. N. (2010). A Vast Machine: Computer Models, Climate Data, and the 
Politics of Global Warming. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

Knowledge Infrastructures



Case 1: Data Mining

Whose text, whose mining, and to whose benefit? 

12

Borgman, C. L. (2020). Whose text, whose mining, and to 
whose benefit? Quantitative Science Studies, 1(3), 993–
1000. https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00053
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Text Data Mining in the Humanities

• Research problems
– Historical

– Cultural

– Linguistic…

• Data sources
– Publisher databases

– Archives

– Administrative records

– Open corpora

– Scraping websites…

13



Searching vs. Mining

• Searching scholarly content

– Keywords, authors, titles

– Retrieve and read

– “Consumptive use”

• Mining scholarly content

– Query to extract dataset

– Retrieve and analyze

– “Non-consumptive use”

14



Locus of mining methods

• Local, client-side
– Download dataset

– Compute with local tools

• Remote, server-side
– Submit query to database

– Compute on server

– Download analysis

– Privacy preservation

– Intellectual property protection

15
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/ContractLaw.jpg

https://www.poynter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/newstools.png

https://miro.medium.com/max/1000/1*7oOowGYxS7CvhcXTguRPyw.png



University Data Resources
• Library databases
• Primary scholarly materials
• University archives
• Research data stores
• Academic personnel dossiers
• Learning management systems
• ID cards: library, health, recreation, dorms, food service, 

credit, debit, transportation…
• Community outreach
• Conferences and workshops
• Food services
• Staff personnel
• Sensor networks
• Security cameras
• Network traffic
• Street traffic … 16

https://miro.medium.com/max/1000/1*7oOowGYxS7CvhcXTguRPyw.png

Stuart Miles: FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Borgman, C. L. (2018). Open Data, Grey Data, and 
Stewardship: Universities at the Privacy Frontier. 
Berkeley Technology Law Journal, 33(2), 365–412. 
https://doi.org/10.15779/Z38B56D489

http://freedigitalphotos.net/
https://doi.org/10.15779/Z38B56D489


Networks of data

17http://humannaturelab.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Fig1-no-text-village-2-only-selection.png



Summary: Case 1

• Reading vs. Mining

• Knowledge infrastructures
– Access to data resources

– Rights and responsibilities for using data

– Tools and technologies

– Legal and policy matters
• University contracts

• Copyright and ownership of data

• Privacy and data protection

18

Borgman, C. L. (2020). Whose text, whose mining, and to whose benefit? Quantitative Science Studies, 
1(3), 993–1000. https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00053

http://humannaturelab.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Fig1-
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Case 2: Digital Data Archives

Digital data archives as knowledge infrastructures

19

Borgman, C. L., Scharnhorst, A., & Golshan, M. S. (2019). 
Digital data archives as knowledge infrastructures: 
Mediating data sharing and reuse. Journal of the 
Association for Information Science and Technology, 
70(8), 888–904. https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24172

https://doi.org/10.1002/asi.24172


DANS as a Digital Data Archive

• Netherlands government funding; about 50 staff

• Partners in international research infrastructure projects

• 50+ years of social science and humanities data

• Published datasets in EASY: 32,000+ 

• About 3.5 million files; total 5TB

20Note: figures as of 2018



Research Questions

1. What are the roles of digital data archives in knowledge 
infrastructures?

2. How do stakeholder roles in digital data archives vary?

a. Contributors to a data archive?

b. Consumers of a data archive?

c. Archivists who manage the data archive?

21



Research Methods

• Ethnography

• Mining transaction logs 

• Interviews

– DANS data contributors

– DANS data consumers

– DANS archivists and staff

22

PHOTO OF DANS 
BUILDING HERE

A. Scharnhorst, C. Borgman, DANS 2014



DANS Interviews 2015-2016
Stakeholders Number of 

Interviews

Domain Expertise Occupation

Data contributors 9 Archaeology, History, Paleogeography (3)

Labor Economics (1)

Linguistics (1)

Oral Histories (1)

Information Science (1)

Theology (1)

Plant Biology (1)

Academic staff (4)

Cultural institution staff (3)

Private company staff (1 interview       

with 2 staff) 

Unaffiliated (1)

Data consumers 8 Archaeology, History (6)

Political Science, Sociology, Public 

Administration (3)

Academic staff (3)

Cultural institution staff (2)

Citizen scientists (1)

Students (2) 

DANS staff 10 Archaeology and humanities (6)

IT Development (4)

Archivists

Project Managers

IT developers



Findings:  DANS data
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Bosch, J. E. van den (SOB Research) (2012). DANS. 
https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-2cg-tg88 

Wilgen, L. R. van (SOB Research) (2014).DANS. 
https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-z5y-tdb6 

https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/?wicket:interface=:1:1:::



Structured and unstructured data

25
https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/datasets/id/easy-dataset:66597/tab/2



Nested datasets with file access control

26https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/datasets/id/easy-dataset:62234/tab/2



Who contributes data to DANS?

• Archaeologists
– Companies that conduct site surveys

– University researchers

• Researchers 
– Public policy, economics, geography

– Sociology, linguistics, oral history…

• Staff on behalf of data collectors
– Institutional librarians

– Department heads

27

Bosch, J. E. van den (SOB Research) (2012). DANS. 
https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-2cg-tg88 



Why do they contribute data to DANS?

• Meet legal requirements

• Get credit for data

• Share data with others

• Control access to their data

• Preserve data for long term

28

Wilgen, L. R. van (SOB Research) (2014).DANS. 
https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-z5y-tdb6 



Who consumes data from DANS?

• Archaeologists
– Companies that conduct site surveys

– University researchers

• Researchers
– Public policy, economics, geography

– Sociology, linguistics, oral history…

• Students, teachers, visiting scholars

• Local history guides, genealogists

• Museum curators, amateur scientists...

29

http://www.little-
dixie.lib.mo.us/?page_id=42



How do users search in DANS?

• Browse topics

• Browse spatial regions

• Search for place names
– Archaeology sites

– Building sites

• Few known item searches

• Some scripted searches

• Open access datasets are most used

30https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/?wicket:interface=:1:1:::



How are DANS data used?

• Downloaded for later use

• Reports are read

• Geographic regions assessed 

• Comparisons to other data

• Create new products, e.g., local history guidebooks

31

http://www.intlconnect.illinois.edu/jobsearch



Visible roles of archivists

• Acquire data

– Work with contributors

– Seek useful data

• Disseminate data

– Assist users in searching

– Outreach to communities

• Staff help desks

32



Invisible roles of archivists

• Curate data
– Ingest, clean, verify anonymity

– Migrate/transfer to other formats

– Describe, document, add metadata

– Sustain access for 10 years

• Apply expertise
– Subject domain experts

– Metadata and cataloging experts

– Design and software engineering 

– Statistics and data analysis

33

#addValue



Summary: Case 2

• Archive content is community driven 

• Archives are a source of trust in datasets 

• Archive uses and users are diverse

• Access to data is mediated by infrastructure stakeholders

– Archivists

– Archive managers

– Contributors who release or retain control over data

– Institutions who promote or constrain access

34
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Conclusions



A call to action for the humanities (2009)

• What are data?

• What are the infrastructure requirements?

• Where are the social studies of digital 
humanities?

• What is the value proposition for digital 
humanities?
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What are data?

• Representations … used as evidence of phenomena…

• Text, images, sounds, symbols, maps, music…
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What are the infrastructure requirements?

Knowledge infrastructures: “robust networks 
of people, artifacts, and institutions that 
generate, share, and maintain specific 
knowledge about the human and natural 
worlds” 

• Technical infrastructures

• Scholarly practices

• Governance models

• Policy frameworks

38Royce Hall, UCLA



Where are the social studies of digital humanities?

• Social studies of science is a robust field

• DANS study is a rare case in humanities

• Research on scholarly practice

– Identify innovative methods

– Identify benefits and risks

– Develop new methods and tools

– Develop new policies and practices

– Transfer insights between communities

39Royce Hall, UCLA



What is the value proposition for digital humanities?

• Opportunities
– Cultural data studies

– Open data, open questions

– Primary materials in digital form

– Global questions, local computing

– FAIR principles promote data reuse 

• Challenges
– Build robust knowledge infrastructures

– Invest in digital data archives 

– Produce reusable data

– Advance research policy
40Royce Hall, UCLA
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